. FTIR spectra of a representative CsPbBr 3 QD modified bulk perovskite film, unwashed (blue line) and washed with methyl acetate solution of lead nitrate (red line). electronegative Br -ions in the QDs.
The unmodified film shows the PL emission peak near absorption band edge position whereas after CB modification, a small blue shift and increase in emission peak intensity is observed. The formation of larger grains by CB modification reduces the grain boundaries consisting of amorphous intergranular interfaces which thereby decrease the recombination centers. After QD modification, PL intensity is quenched and a significant blue shift is observed.
The quenching in PL emission occurs due to hole transfer from perovskite to QDs and transfer of electrons to c-TiO 2 . The blue shift can be attributed to the reduction of recombination centers due to formation of larger gains as well as small increase in band gap. PCE increases from 14.72 to 16.51% for an optimum concentration of 10 mg/ml and decreases beyond that. After increasing the QD concentration beyond 10 mg/ml the over S9 concentrated QDs form a separate thin layer over the bulk perovskite and thereby the charge transportation is hindered. 
Transient Absorption Spectroscopy
Ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy (TAS) is a powerful tool for determining the charge carrier transfer, charge carrier dynamics, recombination dynamics and carrier relaxation process. S1-S6 The change in absorbance induced by the pump pulse is measured in terms of logarithmic ratio of intensity with and without pump excitation . The present
TAS measurements are performed under ambient atmospheric conditions, but the effects of humidity degradation and oxygen infection of the perovskite film are not considered in the present work. The fs-TA measurement takes 20 min duration to complete the pump probe measurement on each sample. Figure S15 shows the TAS experimental setup utilizing a regenerative amplified Ti: sapphire laser system from Coherent (808 nm, 80 fs, 3 mJ/pulse, and 1 kHz repetition rate). The 30/70 beam splitter splits the 808 nm laser beam into two parts; the S18 reflected part is used as pump beam for TOPAS optical parametric amplifier. It generates the pump beam for the TAS experiment within 250-1500 nm band. For the present work, the pump beam is of 480 nm, attenuated by variable neutral density filter set at the fluence of 7.5 μJ/cm 2 focused on the sample. The transmitted part of 808 nm laser pulse again splits into two beams, the one with less than 10% power was first transmitted through retro reflector stage to generate the time delay between pump and probe followed by a neutral density filter and focused into 
